
The Web Room

The Web Room is a Romanian IT startup, a team with 
background in managing big-data custom back-ends for 
happy clients in SEE since 2012.  

Over the years, our team members’ technical solutions 
covered and continue to provide powerful back-end 
support for medium to big sized projects in industries like 
tourism, publishing, or gambling. 



Client oriented 

We provide long-term cost efficient solutions, by using the latest 
technologies in back-end software product development, and 
build almost anything from the scratch. 

Professionalism 

We are continuously optimizing the performance of the projects, 
and, also, we are assuming technical leadership for the products 
we get involved with. 

Our projects 

We serviced more than 10 happy clients in SEE, providing 
powerful back-end support for medium to big sized projects in 
industries like tourism, publishing, or gambling. 

Experience 

Our team members have backgrounds in different industries, with 
more than 7 years experience on medium to big projects in terms 
of complexity.

Why us?
We are a full service solutions company (from 
code the solution to server's configuration 
and deployment), and our work is used by 
more than 1M Romanians every month.  



We developed a solution for Christian Tour, one of the top 
Romanian travel agency, to aggregate different travel APIs 
with output from JSON, soap, and xml, and normalize them 
in one REST API. 

We also developed an administration dashboard for the 
REST API, the deployment being built and managed on a 
Kubernetes cluster in AWS

API Integration Back-End Platform (Christian Tour) 
Industry: Tourism

Status: on production, servicing 2 countries



The solution we provided is servicing the online sales for 
the biggest (and televised) Bingo platform in Romania, for 
all customers that are watching the show on TV and want to 
play it.  

The platform broke 1-million-euro-revenue milestones 
several times and it’s still counting.

Online ticketing sales (Super Bingo Metropolis Romania) 
Industry: Gambling

Status: on production

http://superbingo.ro/
http://superbingo.ro/


The platform we developed has been deployed for the 
well known "Dilema Veche" publication, and it is able to 
handle, simultaneously, other publishing websites too. 

On other words, the platform is a multi-tenant CMS, one 
code base, with one database, one deployment, and able 
to manage multiple sites.

MultiCMS (Adevarul Holding) 
Industry: Publishing

Status: on production

https://dilemaveche.ro/
https://dilemaveche.ro/


We've build for scratch a betting website integrated with 
bet server solution, from a strong back-end service, to an 
easy to navigate front-end.  

The solution syncs odds and matches with bet server and 
allow users to create betting tickets witch can be used in 
physical agencies. 

Betting website (RiverBet.ro) 
Industry: Gambling

Status: on production

http://riverbet.ro/
http://riverbet.ro/
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